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Freshman Class
Issues Challenge
To ’Big Brothers’

Committee Calls
Off Scheduled
Basketball Rally
Girl receptionists are needed for
Friday night’s boxing reception.
and for the coming April rally

government

ter.

Freshman

All students interet

ed arc invited to attend.

convention on campus. Girls interested in signing up to help out
with the convention are asked to
attend a Rally Committee meeting

I

111 the Student Union tonight at 7

o’clock.
Nearly 30 high schools are expected to attend the convention
on April 14. Letters of invitation
are being sent to schools in the
Salinas Valleys,

as.
held in the Education Lecture Hall.
The discussion

Soph

will receive

On rage Four of
paper you’ll find
the
first Society Page of the semes-

The open meeting will bring to
gether the four classes to discustheir various problems of studen!

chairman said.

the

She

list

here
tads’. ’a

meeting. just prior to the school-,
general elections, according to 1.31!!

at 3 p.m.
Its too kite in the season for a rally,- Jim Cottrell, rally

night

First Society Page

will probably

the Sochi, Page

Hereafter

still appear regularly in Wednesday editions
Deadline for
new
in thia section u ill be

more. Junior. and Senior Clas,-to see which coull draw the large,’
attendance in the March 5 opee

Sturgeon,
temporary
ClaSs preaident.

is

contestants

Cox.

The Freshman Class yesierd:*
issued a challange to the Sopho

The haskethall rally scheduled
for tomorrow night was called off
at the rally committee meeting
yesterday in the Student Union

Santa Clara and

No. 113

the

for 19c6 will be chosen irom
.1 16 inch trophy, and her
spat:siring house will be awarded a 10 mai trithy
I
The Sorh Doll contestants are Gmny
sroti,,red by Al, rim Phi; Lynn Blodgett, Sigma Chi; Jerre Byrne, Chi Omega: Dorell
Tonight

am.mg 18

Tuesdat

Delta
Zeta; Gail Dahlen,
Sigma Nu: Sue Doyle, Kappa Alpha Theta: Betty Easton. Kappa Kappa Gamma: Betty Fletcher.
Di Bari House
Carolyn
Frey,
Jane

Sigma Kappa:
Delta
Gamma,
Halatead.
Kappa
Tau,

Hamiltian,

. Stanna

Sandy King.
Pat

Lawless.

Pat

Parish.

Alpha
Alpha

Tau Omega,
Chi Omega:

Kappa

Pi

Alpha.

Jeannie Puchner. Phi Mu; Gladys

at 9:30 a.m.

!Roberts,

lo, Phi

’Elves, Shoemaker’
Flay Opens in.SJS
Theater Friday

Wood,

Kappa Delta; I.ori TrioKappa: and Judy
Omega Pi.

Sigma
Alpha

Judging of the

contest will be

at the Alpha Phi Sorority House.
210 S. 10th St., at 7 p.m. The
iudging is open only to the eonestants.

their

.aiges. Clothing

escorts, and the
for the occasion

,s dressy sport.
Judger for the

annual

sopho-

. imsre event are Mrs Stanley
The Speech and Drains
De- i Benz, wife of Dean Benz; Miss
Room 53. the regular meeting place t partment’a production
Bowe of the San
of "The
Mart- Filen
he Freshman Claas
for
Elves and the Shoemaker." star- Jose Beauty College; Frank FreeIn other Freshman Class activi
man of the Mercury-News; Mrs.
ties, three committees have been ring Barry Montilla, Kenneth
T Walquist, wife of &IS
scheduled to meet today to dia. Rugg and James Dunn as the John
president Walquist; and a reprecuss their parts in the March If elves, will open Friday
in the aentatit e from radio station Kt."March Madness" dance.
College Theatre
OK
The food committee will meet
The story, which i$ based on a
The Soph Doll contestants must
in the Student Union at 230 p m
sponsored by one organization
The
entertainment
committee Grimm’s fairy tale, tells of a
clear
will congregate at 3:30 p.m. in I shoemaker who goes to war and be a sophomore girl on
the Catholic Women’s Center lob-1 leaves his wife and daughter at istanding, and must not be pinned,
home to make their own uas.. It engaged, Of married. The winner
by.

he

as well as those on the peninsula.
Each high school is asked to
send 15 delegates. according to
Cottrell Local colleges and universities have been invited to act
as observers during the convention.
The committee also decided to
send the pep band and song girls
to , the 1.1S-St. Mary’s basketball
game next Tuesday night.
Elections for new rally committee officers was set for April 4.
Early elections, it was decided at
the meeting, will enable the new
officers to get experience working with the incumbents. When the
reins are finally turned over to
them late in April. they will know
what to do.

The decorations committee %slit
meet at 3.30 p.m. in Room 53, ol

the Education Lecture Hall.

intaitt es a

will be chosen for her looks.

bent us

and

he

omposer Robert Schumann will
be honored tomorrow night in a
concert presented by the music
faculty of SJS.
The concert is being

presented
in commemoration of the 100th
anniversary of his death and will
leature only his works.

UP ROUNDUP

Frederick Loadwick, Tenor. a
new member of the (acidly, will
he heard in concert for the first

Committee Okays
Missile Projects

shoemaker’s

shop

is

a

pose,

rersonality

hall

ing three good deeds for mortals

Scholarships Open
To SJS Students
Cover Many Fields

come to the rescue of the theemaker’s family and make It

able

..t

Works of Schumann
Featured in Faculty
Concert Thursday

wicked landlady who
in the legend that under

gold,

the
’nus. the

and

she

tries

ta

shoemaker’s
hall of gold

’ ‘’
Three elves uho are les ing to
earn their SO t ear trtpea lit It -

possible

for them to

hen-

live

pity ever after.
preaented Fri-

1 he play will la

at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. and
Saturday at 10 a m and 2:30 p in
Tickets are on sale in the Colter.
day.

Theatre

box

office

for

50

each.
Ittehard

Witana

%,

...t

!-

to new and enrolled students, :lave been announced by
Dr. Karl J Mueller, college scho.1arship chairman
1 hose new scholarships bring
the tidal to 60.

Dr. Mueller em-

the requirements
scholarship, are
cents , for some of the
to qualify for :la
. not

plasm
the
(’elia
Crows

shoemaker
and
plata the shoemaker’s wile.

time. Ile will sing "Dichterliebe."
. considered by many to be oae of
Others in the cast are Barbara
the
most
notable
examples
of ; Heckla: Marilyn Wt. Dame Marchamber music for voice and piano. ’ gery; Jean Parlette. Ursula; Jean
Loadwick will be accompanied Marsh. Joan; Carolyn Gall, Rhoby his wife, Lila.
da; Gail Anderson, Meg; and Cel"Quintet in E Flat" will be preeste McAdam. Tahitha
,ented as a piano solo by William
- ! .rlendson, associate professor of
1111Sif . String players will be Gib
anti
Waiters. Rosemary Walter -

phasized

that

as dIfficutt

St mien ti brIleVe
inehltleini the new scholar-

moat

ships, are

the Daniel Alksne Me-

Scholarship for engineering studirnts aitut two :guards
morial

hy the Standard (lit Company of
I
WHICH WILL SHE BE?Eifteen of the Soph
select her tonight at the Alpha Phi Sormity
California of $1041 open to all
House, starting at 7 p.m. Judges will have a
WASHINGTON, (UP)
The I Doll Contest entrants are pictured here, and
students.
they’re all dolls, but only one is to be named
task deciding which is tops for looks, poise, and
Ilouse Armed Services Committee
The CaIlforma State ScholarSoph Doll for 1956. A panel of five judges will
yesterday approved five projects
personality.
Photo by Bolan%
ship Commission is offering 640
to speed development of the inscholarship awards to equal tuittercontinental ballistic missile.
ion and fees for i one year perThe action came as Gen. Nathan
iod A qualified student in food
F. Twining warned the Senate
.technolin,"Y is eligible to receive a
Armed Services Committee that
Frances Robinson and Donald lin
Russia may leave the United
mut h.
$200 grant from the Northern
The questions of providing iolStat es behind in the race
untecr workers for the County
The program, one of a sera
California Section of the Institute
A paper in
A meeting book, staa
findings "; t’N H., for the deadly weapon.
presented by the Music Depart
Hospital and Agnew State Hos- poae socotar
of Food Technologists
perimcnts with an expanded-ohm*
to the date book, has
Four of the projects approVed7 aggregate
pital and a discussion on faculty been
ment, will he at 8 p.m. in Hu
Women students with 2 :semcalled Idealite, co-auinaugurated by the Student
by the House Committee were lafiresides will be included in the
Concert Hall of the Music BuildAlbert Benelisha, assistant man- esters completed here may reA
beled secret. But they presumably thored by William J. Venuti. asprogram of the Student "Y" to- Activities Boald and will begin ing. Admission is free.
ager of the San Jose office of ceive awards of $200 from the
involved additional land for test- sistant professor of engineering.
night. according to Diane Suhr, its function today
the Social Security Administra- Palo Alto Alumnae of Delta Del%vitt be delivered today at the
The book will be kept in 1.1..
ing.
publicity chairman.
.,m, stressed job openings in the ta Delta
American Concrete Institute naStudent "Y" meets at 7:30 Activities Office and will list mil,
Scholarships for juniors, %enU.S. BLAMED FOR CRASH
’,acial Security occupation in his
tional convention in Philadelphia.
p.m. at the corner of 9th and meetings of a non-social nature
tors and graduate students in
LONDON, (UP)Communist according to Dr. Ralph J. Smith,
.aeech
given
yesterday
afternoon
Its
purpose
other
than bookin.:
San Antonio Streets.
education are being It Iven hi
Czechoslovakia charged yesterday Engineering Department head
and
entitled.
"Social
Security
meetings will be to free the dat,
an American balloon caused the
the California Congress of Parstudent Cowl,
Venuti and the co-author, Dr
, bock from congestion, so it may
as: What It Can Mean to You.’ to the
crash of a Czech airliner last Jan. Gene M. Norby of the University
ents and Teachers.
body appointive offices Senior Business Lecture class.
; list only social functions and cul- student
12 which killed 22 persons.
The remaining 53 scholarships
at today’s meeting, according to
of Colorado, conducted research
tural or athletic events.
In addition to the general facts.
Radio Prague made the accusaoffer a very diversified field for
Hubbard. ASH president.
A letter from Joe H. West, head Don
on pre-stressed concrete beam:
who is eligible for old age and
tion In a broadcast heard in Lonqualification. Dr. Mueller stated.
1954-55
, of the lecture committee, asked The meeting a ill be at 3:30 p m. survivors
and
how
insurance,
don. The broadcast said the plane made with Idealite during
Interested persons should contact
The appointive offices of HomeThe investigation was in confor continued reservation of Thucan exmuch
money
these
people
collided with the American balloon
the Personnel Office immediately
’ coming Committee chairman, Responjunction
with
research
work
rsdays
in
the
coming
year
form
of
monthly
payfor
’
pect
in
the
which had been floated across the
Spartan Spears, honorary ser- I cultural events such as the lee- !cognition Committee chairman and ments. Benelisha stated that his for information and applications
Engineering Experisored
by
the
Iron Curtain into Czech air space.
before the application deadline is
eight members-at-large. and Senoffice. "wants college graduates
"The cause of the plane disaster ment Station of the University of vice organization for sophomore ’ ture series. plays and concerts
mimed on 250111C of the scholarnear Levoch, Slovakia, on Jan. 18, Colorado for Great Western Ag- , women, announced the names of . An organization may secure lor Justice of the Student Court for Social Security jobs."
altips
in which 22 passengers were killed gregates, Inc.. in Denver, a sub- aew members for spring semester. Thursday for a function only if ware opened at last week’s meet13enclisha continued saying. "If
Many organigations offer loans
and four seriously injured, was an sideriary of the Ideal Cement Co yesterday.
it receives special clearance from ing
a college graduate Passes the FedI., students who are in need of finA deadline of nese) today was
American balloon.
The three purposes for the rethe Lecture Committee,
or by
i
rat
Service
Entrance
Examina.
assistance.
Information
ancial
Bonnie Soc. Penne McClenahan. signing for It three weeks in ad- set for filing of petitions and
search were to determine the suittion. we will train him two hours

Venuti Co-authors
Convention Paper

Book on Meetings
To Start Operation

’Y’ To Discuss Aid

Benelisha Stresses
Job Opportunities

Council Considers Office
Posts at Meeting

Spartan Spears Initiate
New Members Tuesday

FUND ISSUE
WASHINGTON, (UP) Joseph

. Cathy Westermann arid Claudette .vance If nothing is scheduled for
Marquie will oe initiated Tuesday then
night in Memorial Chapel
The
The wamk of May 2-11, Mil
rclub’s spring semester officers will was cleared :4, that only func,
i
seven-wire
be
installed
the
same
evening
to gain knowledge of
tions dealing with the Centennial
.
strand as a pre-stressed concrete
The Spears are planning a rum- -cal be
tendon
sale of lost articles to,
Venuti received his B.A from 1Feb 28. Articles, which have hc,
the University of Pennsylvania I lost on campus during the
,
and his B.S. and M S. in civil ’and are still in the Lost and Fonn..
I
engineering, from the University Office, will he sold’
in front of
of Colorado Ile is licensed as a ! Morris Dailey Auditorium.
new flood thrtais as heavy ra.es
professional engineer in the state

ability of a newly expanded shale
,aggregrate as material for prethe Nebraska
concrete, to investigate
Committee.1 stressed
structural behavior of beams and

Wishart, chairman of
Republican Finance
told Senate investigators Yesterday how oil lobbyist John M. Neff
contributed $2.500 to the committee’s campaign fund last fall.

Early Tools Exhibited
In College Showing
The story behind man’s early
tikils and the effect they had on
his material welfare was explained to near capacity audiences during Monday’s and Tuesday’s showing
of
"Civilizatihn
Through
Showings of the exhibit that. de- !
Meted the et olution of tools, were

nmge

of Colorado.
He has worked in laying out Of
subdivisions, highways, irrigation
canal design, design and construction of dams and bridge con.strue-

exhibit

then

Eta Epsilon Fete
Parents Tonight

portrayed I are free to gu through the Home

num.* -evolution from the age al Et‘OHOO444Of-Building-a/Ica
Latimer. bronze, iron ad to modern grain ii
if they are interested
times.
doing so.
-

I.

The group will take

charge of ’ fell in the

the election polls in front of the
Womens Gym during the corning

ASH election,

March

8

and

9

in

new

Grace Baptist Church
Invites Foreign Students
vited to be

northern

part of thc

state and snow in the Sierra Nci cede Mountains yesterday
The City of Eureka was :
the
Guerneville
ed
and
I hreatened wit h poi:IOWAI

tion in Colorado, Pennsylvania and
Montana.

held twier daily in the auditorium
of the Music Building.
Displays in the exhibit showed
: s,.,,
for
bow man combined two or more
Ha
elements to improve the efficiency I home Cf01101111f,f majors, will hold
of his tools by fitting handles to I Parents’ Nighit tonialit in the
flaked sharp stones to produce I Honie Economics Cafeteria, acaxes, knives and spears. One of ! cording to Dolores Peal, presithe most interesting shown was . dent.
a 10.000 year old atlatl combinA dinner will be served to paring a special socketed handle and ents and friends of Eta Epsilon
spear, probably one of the first , members. at 6 o’clock followed by
"machines" made by .man.
a program of speakers. Parents
The

Kam, Snow Cause
Ne w Flood Threat

nave men inguests of the Grace

Baptist Church this Sunday. An
evening of home hospitality has
lacsen planned, according to Phillip Persky, foreign student
ser.

advi-

s

floods

these

will
Council

be

discussed

by

the

Other 131.M.111O2.5 slated for voninclude:: a report on

sideration

World University Service. discussiOn

of the N’ho’s Who

At the
day for nine months
end of that time. If he passes our
achievement tests, lie can earn
$4.500 a year as a
ye of our office

regular

Banquet

emplo-

about these is available
the personhel ()tfirr.

Petitioning Goes Slow
For Committee Posts
Petition

.

leading to reCOgIlitIOO 011111 :it posts, oaHuhEureka were blocked by landslides : tinues at a slow pace. Don
By
as the Eel River began rising , bard, ASH _president reports
late yesterany only one student
again.
the comfit’.
Tao bridges were .v.-aalted out had tiled for one of
Member-at-large
on the river. and five families tees eight
were evacuated when the water fices.
Noon today La the deadline for
reached a 32 foot high stage at
!acceptance of petitions and HubFernbridge.
urges Unrested students to
All major means of communi- bard
.for the vacant positions.
cation were oither completely cut ’ file

decreasing velocity.

iii

AWS Meets; To Discuss
’Women’s Week’

All major highways

off or seriously hampered.
The United States Weather Bureau also issued flood warnings

also

Beneliaha staled that San J.,se
various student activity reState students wa.hing further
ports.
. information on either old age be_\
it today at 4:30
Hubbard and Ray Freeman, ASti
nefits or the imsalliilities of a flu
in Room 117. according to
vice president, will report on their
future job with them can inquire Carol Carlson, publicity chairman
recent trip to Berkeley, where
at the Social Security Office at Main business for the meeting will
they attended a regional confer196 San Augustine St
concern "Women’s Week."
ence of the Pacific Student Presi_
fun
and

Sorority Bidding
1-ƒ1,1ƒ l’,.1t
i

Students wishing to attend the
social are asked to sign the list to persons living in the R11.,1:111
ises rna
cii bidding
oat
the bulletin
board
nutairle River area.
and that no ph dge last will ta
via
to Arten-exrch and ’
Locally, the weather prediction released . until bidding is comtv..:
Drama ’Building, not later than is for rain today, with winds of pleted
in
approximately

2:30 p.m. today.

a

eeks,

keep your

eye on me
I II tell
you when
it’s

" Five Minutes
till Spring"

1;A,4ƒ1

Turgid oh* qIirsoltl’a0
It 6snipipriv.e

rkoolil toD
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"Growing Pains" Create Parking,
Problems for SJS Students
Hs

.’r i.1ii trying
to told a parking place near the
campus. but only after spending
valuable time each day in the futile seari h for space

1

dr,c,veresi, altei month., ,,f pjgtaiiiiiitig the Iota, that it’s too darn

11+1\ ƒIll

loaded t tla
as scraped

and lither ass.’ Led dents .unl
expensive to use them.
NO. there is no charge for the bumps, are vomtnnn otylireneets
And. it this iii’t kid enough.
privilege of parking in the lots,
but with each passing day I’ve there Is a portion of thoughtless
drkers running loose to add 10
found my auto coming up with a
But one thing is certain! I’ve conglomeration
thr general confteJon. You.% e
of neW dents,
scrapes and paint smears To
probably seen some of them.
They careen into the lots with
PHIL RANDAZZO’S
darned expensive to ’,ask there
Judging from talks with other mayhem in their eyes. enraged
Nebileas Sereke
harassed members of the college
ber.suse Hies have lust %Aught@
656 Maws SI. - CYpromis 14942
student body. I’m not alone in th,minutes
bile on a friutless
Jose
10,
Califorwia
Son
journey in search for parking
losing propssition There seems
be a essaily number of us in this quarters nearer the campus.
These are the felluss, who
unenviable group n ho are shelling
ail money to local garagemen for spread havoc throughout the parking areas. As is usually the ease
,rvices rendered.
they are small in number but
A good share of the problem
roughshod in their tactics
can be traced directly to the
They’ve succeetted in driving
tremendous surge In enrollment
on dates
this writer from the lots. Just
here at Sall Jose State College.
give
me the relative safety of 20th
We’re suffering from atilt is
street :loll I’ll hail a cab and gladcommonly labeled I you’ll Parly PaY the sheckels for the redon the expression) "growing
pants " lAith this rapid growth maining distance to campus.
If I must have my auto dethere is a subsequent influx of
AND SHINE SHOP
autos. And since parking spare molished I’ll be the one to do it!
shoes
with
Loewe veer
has been at a premium anyActually, the lots are marked
John ond Andy for
May. the addition of scores more
off into hundreds of parking stalls
Dyeing Cleaning and Repairing
autos has not helped alleviate or slots. very neatly. This is all
12 West San Antx,.,
fine and dandy . . . until about
matters.
The simple fact of the matter 8:30 fi’clock.
At this time, the ground that
Open at 1 P
Is that parking lots are greatly
Dole by Condllighr ot th
,,ver-worked. We’re extremely was left unmarked for traffic
:.irtunate that the city has not Lines by some optimistic fellows,
i.xtended a cordon of parking are swallowed up completely by
Try a Confusion Pizzameters around the streets that an avalanche of steel
31PS Almaden Atm
CY 7-9110S
i,orde the campus.
New students to State are qt1

I

UNITREdi TAXI I
CY 4-2324

ARCADE SHOE REPAIR

HOUSE OF PIZZA
Ahere You Cm!

s Wor.,

the

Whatever
the
occasion
Say it

Meetings

with
Flowers

BAKMAS

Cs

Due to this lack of Apace for to learn that they must get t.i
autos. feelings of many are running college early so they can approprirather high. Available lots are ate space for their cars, or brave
icy stares of professors while
packed to capacity each day, and
then some This is where the trou- trudging lido 3 late ClaSiii
Well, Cm not only going to
ble pops up The lots are so overcriticize. I’m also going to offer
ms fit e- point plan that may
sake sour problem. Piek the

ROWER
SHOP

2-0462-10th S. Sonia Oars

Plan that most appeals to sou.
I Plan to lei % c home at an
earlier hour so you’ll be sure to
Alpha Chl Epsilon meets to-9 find a suitable parking spot. Say
night at 7’30 o’clock in Room 11 about 6 a.m.?
for initiation ceremigne.
2. Consider seriously the possiAwards Committee meets toa bility of buying a share or two of
morrow at 3:30 p m in Room 20. stock in one of the local taxi cramChi Sigma Epsilon will elect palsies. This may require all your
spring semester officers and view ready cash, but think of the mousy
a movie on The Duties of a Sec- you’ll save on auto repairs! The
retary" tomorrow night at 7 same time you’ll be saving a great
o’clock in Room 7. Refreshments deal of time that was formerly
be served.
spent foraging about for a parkDeseret Club will meet at the ing spare.
Institute on the Sorner of 10th
3. Take a taxi home at the end
and San Fernando streets today of the day’s classes. Leave your
at 3:30 p m.
car parked overnight at the colFreshman Class committees will lege, if you were lucky enough
meet at the following times: dec- to find parking space in the first
oration, today at 3:30 p m. in Room place. This plan could be some55; entertainment, today at 3:30 what risky if you are a street
p m in the CWC lobby; food, to- parker (they are the earliest and
day at 2:30 p m. in Student Union; hardest parkers to displace) as
publicity, tomorrow at 2:30 p m. you many incur the wrath of the
in Room 55 and reception and local constables I would suggest
Judges, Monday at 3:30 p.m. in leaving a note on your car windRoom 55.
shield with an explanation statInternational Student, Organi- ing that you are, at this time, enwill
meet
zation cabinet
today at countering mysterious motor dif330 pm in SD 130.
ficulties and that you are quite
Iota Delta
will meet tomor- confident you will have the trourow evening at 7:30 o’clock at bles ironed out by June.
63 S 2nd St.
4. Appropriate a bicycle and
Newman Club will hear a lec- peddle to class, I must adroit that
ture on The Catholic Chureh in it is somewhat undignified for a
the United States in the Times of collegian to skout about in this
George Washington" tonight at fashion, but the exercise you’ll
8:15 o’clock in Newman Hall. get will do you a world of good.
Plans and sign-ups will be com5 Stay home and sleep! Then
pleted for the annual Cardinal there will be fewer persons stamNewman Day celebration Sunday peding for a parking place. Anin San Francisco
other thing, beach weather is
Society for Automotive Engi- drawing nearer and you know
neers will view a movie today. at what that means. Yep, there’ll be
7.30 p.m in Room E118.
skacts of sunworshipers, polly’Tan Delta Phi will meet in the wog enthusiasts, and musclemen
evening
at
7:30
o’clock.
Tower this
trotting off to the sands, unofficially you understand. And then
there ought to be plenty of parking space
So, you see, the situation is not
as bad as it seems.

Pei

"SILVER
SCULPTURE"
A totally am wend ix
sterling sifter by

REED & BARTON
Siivct Scupture by Reed &
dance is a dramatic new ster-

hog pattern that actually IS
sculptured arlaer. Fresh and
warmly modern yet adaptable

!LW

rIGABAL2fti_ ’Fresh Bay qrim
Erased from Menu
Et.j

emYrZWas530.Lejj bpi

Dear Thrust and Parry:

It has been noted. In recent
stirs es s dealing with the lit’ab
kin of the %terrify of ....hoot
teachers, that an inadentiie
Iiumber of students are I home
not and continuing in programs
Si his h %mild lead to credentials
and theme to many of the un .
derstaf fed ilassrooms in the
count’ y. Sint e SJS is devoted

partially to the training of protiƒe fear tiers. the problems
of thi shortiote is not altogether
beyond the sr ope of studeut discussion. A superfical examination of some of the underlying
Cartons related to the leacher
shortage would seem to indicate
the existence of some rather
widely disseminated misinformation. which this writer will un .
dertalie to correct.
First, there is a general com-

plaint among members of the
profession that their salaries are
low in relatiou to comparable
professions. That this consideration could athersely influence
the prospective teacher-candidate is absurd since there are
many jobs paving considerably

French Language
Taught Children,
Newest Experiment
HARTFORD, Conn. --(UP)
"Bonjour, mes enfants," the teacher said. "Comment ’allez-vous?"
"Tres hien. inerci," the class replied.
And very well it was doing,
too.
For this is not a college or high
school French class. It is the daily
routine at a nursery school operated by St Joseph’s College in
West Hartford.
The language project for fouryears-olds now is in is 10th month
It is believed the only one of its
kind in the country. according _to
Sister Mary de Lourdes, head of
the college’s child study department.
"Research shows that the child’s
ability to learn languages in keenest up to i&pi age of six," she said.
’After MT, it tapers off. It is
foolish not to take advantage of
this period."
"These children won’t forget,"
said the sister. "Arid they pronounce better than some high
school Pupils."
The 15 children learn about 100
words, four songs and three or
four games using French phrases
Their teacher, Jean Healy, gets
their attention usually by saying,
"I have some surprises for you."
Then she produces various objects
which the tots identify in French.
And so the class goes, but rarely
for more than 15 minutes. When
the children start to squirm,
teacher takes the hint an
"Au revior."

Sister Mary considers the experiment successful, even though
the children probably won’t resume their language studies until
their are in high school"They’ll learn that people are
different," she said. "It is a valuable lesson in human relations."

Grads’ Deadline
Candidates for June and Summer Session graduation a r e
asked to file applications with
the Registrar’s Office by March

1.

LIM! MAN ON CAMPUS

Dick Bible,

to tiadmonal decor. Come in
and see the excitingly different
’Srl.er Sculpture- 6 pc place

setting sat $32.30, I ed. bet

LN ƒ11

less than $290 a month and still
have an excess of applicants.
Second, it sometimes is of
fered as an espedient that the
lack of respect and consideration
afforded tracher% is a hilt& .111111.
le the enthusiastic acts-0511re
of that profession by a Warr
number of students. Let the
leader here be reminded that
garage mechanics, law claimer
ment officers, and members of
the armed sets ices (enlisted) are
certuinla regarded with inure
Sal ial reserve than. for instance,
a high school teacher.
Third, there are those laboring under the delusion that
teachers are mitre imposed upon
(regarding a ,irking conditions,
etc.) than others of similar station. Need the reader mils recall
the severe and inclement working conditions of the postman,
railroadi employe and farm laborer In order to place this most
ridiculous of all assumptions in
its proper perspective.
lastly, this writer confesses
complete confusion in attempting to arrive at any satisfactory
Ionclusion to this problem.
ASR 7302

Spartan Daily
San Jose State College
ARID.
Entered as second class matter April
24, 1944, at Son Jose, Calif , under
the act of March 3, 1879. Member
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Students of San Jose State College
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the college year with one issue doing
each final eirornination period
Telephone CYpress 4,641 I --Editorial, Eat. 210. Advertising Dept. to.
211.
Subscriptions ocrepted only on a
remainder-of school year bass In tall
semester, $3; on Spring semester,
$1 50.
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Cross Country flohtuseing an routs to Nee.
York and Montreal . . . and o corm-,
tun on 10 European couhtl.eso Porto,
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chaperoned by Mrs E A I. Gist, V
housemother at on Joss@ State College
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73 days
’1245
"No, not tonight, Professor Saari has been temperwiental, sullen.
cynical, nasty, WTI* had mood
day, so he thought he’d better
take advantage of it and grade papers this evening."

all

On

Maiwighuhainth

’fAuthor of -Barefoot Boy with Cher," etc.)

OH, FOR THE LIFE OF A NEWSPAPERMAN!
An ordiLook at the campus newspaper you are now holding.Something
object, you think? An everyday convenience?
to be taken for granted?
nary

Faugh, sirs and madams! Pariah, I say! Don’t you know
what prodigies of skill and labor and organization and art and
science go into the making of your campus newspaper?
Come, I’ll show you. I’ll take mita a typical office of a typical
newspaper on a typical campus.
The editor-let’s call him D. Ferrnin Bohorquez, a typical enough

name-calls his staff together first thing in the morning. "All
right, you guys," he says, lighting a Philip Morris, which, naturally, is the favorite cigarette of newspapermen, and of anybody
else who knows a hawk from a handsaw, "All right, you
Fermin, "this here ain’t no ladies whist society,
the news. Get it
first, get it quick, get it right! Ed, you cover the ag campus.
Phil, you cover the school of mines. Wally, you cover home ec.

says U.
here is a newspaper. So get out there and get

guys,"
this

Sam, you cover buildings and grounds. Ethel, you cover the
men’s

gym.... All right, get going!"

Editor
JERRI LEE HUNT
business Manager
HARRY SAGE
Day Editor

BULLETIN

ROPE

115 S. First St. - San Jose

sii t.c t "

FOR CLUBS, LIVING GROUPS,
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES

of

Ito/0mi/
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do)

288-90 Park Ave. CV 5-9215
Free Parking in Rear

The man pitched the cabbie of
couple of bucks and said: "Thank
volt. sir But next time don’t drive

HERE IT- IS
... AN INDESPENSIBLE ITEM

Coed Tour

C1’../ Ion

-

The driver pushed the starter
button, let the engins-purr for a
minute and said, "Here you are,
sir. That will be 40 cents."

SAN

Reserve now for this special

ROBERT LAWS

the Mayflower."

Occasions

FIR_ST a FERNANDO

"letting

House Conference. His Honor wastanding in front of the May flower Hotel when a drunk got.
into a cab and said, "Take me to

Spesral considerotron
students
Third and Santa Clara - cy 5-4934

Since 1904

Biologists say the crustacean
known as bay shrimp can be found
anywhere from Alaska to San
Diego. However, only in SanFranrisco are they caught and, stilted
fa plo.r,++ the palates of the city’-;
oat,
and visiting gourmets

Chefs who formerly prized their
’bay shrimp salads and entrees
have had to resort to frozen
shrimp . lately. They regard this
S
down" their patrons
because only a fresh bay shrimp
is a real shrimp to them.
For the 300 persons who make
their living from fishing for bay
shrimp, the disappearance has
been economically ruinous The

COLUMBUS, 0. (UF1Mayor
M. S. Sensenbrenner of Columba,
0, was in town far the White

Floral Artist
For Special

JUNG

boats continuo to look for the
shrimp but the catches are dismally small.
The fishermen hope that with
the end of the heavy rains the
-sweet water" will dissipate into
the Pacific and the bay shrimp
will return.
n fishing is good there
Even
are not enough bay shrimp to satisfy demand They sell for $1.35 a
poun.. Inc astaurant has used
as much as 80 pounds a day.

FISHERMEN HIT

Drives Too Fast!

Gimelli

LVAN

,ftwe(erj

SAN FRANCISCO(UP)--San
Francisco’s fine restaurants are
sorrowfully crossing off t It e i r
menus an exclusive delicacy that
visitors from everywhere have
enjoyed here for many years.
The disappearing treat is fresh
bay shrimp.
The tiny shrimp, fished from
San Treatise Bay sine* 1669, are
being driven out through the
Golden Gate into the ocean by
"sweet venter.’’
The bay shrimp has to live in
salt water. This winter’s heavy
rains and flooded rivets dumped
an unusual amount of fresh water
into the bay. That out down the
salt content of the bay, which is
open to the sea only at the narrow entrance of Golden Gate.
When the bay started to get
"sweet" from all the rain, the
shrimp began moving out.

Only $249

Son Jose Paint
WALLPAPER COMPANY
(Open Thurs -Myrrh]
112 S. 2nd St. CY 2-1447

4.1.44upot
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With many a laugh and cheer, the reporters light up Philip
Morrises, favorite cigarette of the young and agile, and dash
away on their assignments.
D. Fermin retires to his office to smoke a Philip Morris and
write a fearless editorial scolding the university for not buying
patches for the worn-out elbows of the chess team.
On the rim of the copy desk three rewrite men - Tensing,
Hillary, and Laverne- sit poised and expectant, waiting for the
reporters to phone in their stories. They smoke Philip Morris,
favorite cigarette Of the poised and expectant. Tensing’s phone
rings first; it is Ed calling from the ag campus.
"Stop the presses!" cries Ed. "Got a scoop! Hunrath T.
Signior’s, professor of curds and whey, has just sold his article
The Romance of Butterfat to the Drovers and Poulterers
Monthly."
On another phone Sam is calling from buildings and grounds.
"Tear out the front page!" he cries. "Got ’an exclusive! Harold
’Pop’ Wishnograti, superintendent of buildings and grounds,
today announced the purchase of a new doormat for the vestibule
of Burton Hall. The last doormat, it will be recalled, was eaten
by a pledge

named Norman Harringay for his Chi Psi initiation."
elsewhere in the city room, Ganglia Questover,
vivacious and ubiquitous gossip
columnist, sits smoking
Philip Morris,Javorite cigarette of the vicious and ubiquitous,a
Meanwhile.

and typing out her chatty, informative tidbits: "Maureen
Valgerholtz, popular Theta, announced her engagement last
night to Webster Scuff, Oliver Jenkins, Cosmo Erskine, and
Walter Penn Dowdy. Wedding dates have been set for June 9,
24, July 5, and July IS respectively. Good luck, Maureen!
... Irving ’Behemoth’ Anselm, popular fullback, blew out 120
feet of esophagus yesterday while inflating a football. Good luck,
Irving ’Behemoth’ I ... Robin Kroveney, popular Deke last year,
Army, writes friends that he
been convicted of deserting his post and will be executed
on April 28. Good luck, Robin!"

June

this year popular pfc. in the U. S.
has

Anti

now, friends, we take our reluctant leave of the drama, the
action, the tension, the glamor, the churning, the seething, the
roiling, the storm mid dram, of the wonderful world of journalism. Aloha, journalism, a!oha!
emo was., lase

The makers of Philip Morris, who sponsor this column, hare got some
News For rots too. It’s today’. new gentle Philip Morris in today’s
.might new package ol red, white, end gold.
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Many Still Think Russians Superior

Atilasuese enoush to mails’ Ann IN 1.013. there bre still some fates
quite a few) people who behve the Russian are superior to the
spikesters in men’s track and field.
This was proved recently after Daily Sports Editor Peter Neck
offered to make a wager with any person who thought the Russian
would outshine the U.S. in the 1956 Olympics. There actually has,
been sume takers, and many others disagreed eith aleckel, but could’, :
see putting money on the line.
To most avid track and field followers, there isn’t a slight chance
in the world that Russia could defeat the Americans in a meet.
Publisher Bert Nelson of "Track and Field News" summed it up
well when he presented the following facts:
I. The U.S. was superior to Russia in 1955, why not in 1958?
2. The U.S. always improves more than other countries in Olympic
year.
3. The U.S. has depth to offset any "upsets" while Russia does
not. U’here Russia is strong, it is strong with only one man
4. Russia is strong in events where the rest of the world is strong.
This seems to be the general consensus of track and field tollossers
who cannot see Russia getting more individual medals in Australia
than the U.S.
When talking to an "unbeliever," a usual remark is, "The Russians undoubtedly have competitors in secret training which we know
nothing about. They are saving them to spring on us in the Olympics."
This is erroneous. The fact of the matter. is that most of the
good marks chalked up by Russians were compiled behind the Iron
Curtain and when the same athletes ran against "free" countries,
they did mit live up Li the billing they had created.

Mythical Dual Meet Proves Point

Mee

Just to prove a point, let’s have a mythical dual track meet between the US. and Russia, scoring in the usual 5-3-1 manner. An
analysis of each event will show how the Russians rank with the KN.
(Rankings listed are world-wide and are for 1955).
In the sprints, the US. is easily the favorite with four or five
sprinters who can beat any Russian. The USSR is unranked while
America has all the top spots.
Ardalion Ignatyev of Russia could be a winner in the 400 meters
but he’d better not falter because J. W. Mashburn, Lob Jones (world
recordholder), Jim Lea and Charlie Jenkins of the U.S. could air
beat him. Mashburn is ranked first, Ignatyey second in the world.
Russia goes unranked in the halfmile. The U.S. has some sparkling 800 meter men in Tom Courtney, Arnie Sowell, world record-holder
Lon Spurrier and San Jose State’s own Lang Stanley. Both countries
are weak an the 1500 meters.

Russia’s Kuts Top Long Distance Runner

Dandies
Capture
First Tilt

of challenging
the favored Green Squad in the
independent intramural cage
league after downing a good Tapps
Nu Keg five, 52-39, in opening
round action Monday in Men’s
Gym.
Sparked by captain John Campbells and ’ruck Halsey. the Dug/
out Dandies were never in trouble.
Campbell dunked 26 points, while
Halsey hit 12. Don Anger sparked
the losers with 10 markers.
Dugout Dandies return to action
against Phi Epsilon Kappa nest
Wedivesday, Feb. l’hi Epsilon Kappa lost its opening round game to
the Ravens, 31-27. Pre-season favored Green Squad will dash with
the Slip Sticks. The Green Squad
drew a bye in first round play,
while the Slip Sticks defeated the
Tau Dells, 20-17.
Must- exciting games in the
first round were Sparta Chi’s
31-25 voctury user
and Newmo five’s 35-34 win over the Ormecca (’hin led the wining Sparta
Chi five with 16 points. Thompson dropped In 13 for the Newmo Five, while Kumagai hit 12
for the rimed.
In other first round games, the
Bombers whipped the Rooners, 5121; the Outcasts defeated Alpha
Phi Omega, 34-27; and akparvets
trounced Phi Mu Alpha, 37-11.
Fraternity league opened yesterday with four games. The first
round of the Greek loop will con
elude Thursday.
Games slated for Thursday are
Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Lambda
Chi Alpha, Phi Sigma Kappa vs.
Pi Kappa Alpha, Alpha Tau Omega vs. Theta Xi, and Delta Sigma
Phi vs. Sigma Nu.

Scoreboard

... 5 Barbers ...
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S.F. 49ers Meet
Eagle Footballers
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Bob florghettani, San Jose State
carer and baseball hurler, pitched
both right and left handed while
at East Contra Costa J.C.

MONTI’S
1745 El Camino
Mountain View
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San Jose Gymnasts
Vie With Stanford

Tel Cl’ 31"1868
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Rough Rder
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Featuring for Your Car
The Honey Safety Belt
with the
-Magic-Touch Buckle
. . . we int.tall . . .

Leo & Jess’ Chevron Service
N. 1st 6 St. Jamee St.
-- Use your Standard Credit Card --

Men-Good roams with kitchen,
bedding, linen, close in, 384 S
9th St.
FOR SALE
Let
tenni.’ pro help you in
selecting a tennis racket for your
it. New or used. IAA Clark’:
1(.nnis Shop, Corner 6th and San
.’arlos.
For sale, ’50 Ford convertible.
sew top. white Wee-ails, Radio
rid heater Excellent condition
, ell UN 7 3454 after 5 p m.

St.str’.

you II be thinking of

a New Hair-do

Cage’s rtilit..1

Iin the sevond half to come from
’behind and nip Fresno State, 70-’67 in Fresno last night
The Bulldogs held a 35-32 halftime lead, as they maintained a
persistent three to five-point Ie.
until four minutes were gone
the secend half etten Fred Nit
Man’s two free throws pushed
the Spartans to a Vt. lz lead.
Tom Crane and John Erc,.,
with t6 points each, arid Eddie
Dias with 14, paced the Spartan ,
attack
Fresno State made things I
rough an the way for the Spar- ,
tans by hitting an excellent 25 !
out of 29 shots from the free
throe line for 86.2 percentage.
lest Mostly Fresno State center, also kept the premier on by
scoring 24 points. his bent point
total of ihe (’BA season.
Ers-eir worked the eari,u Sari
Jose scoring, accounting for 10
points in the first seven minutes
Crane’s accurate *hooting ft..
outside also was instrumental
keeping the Spartans wit,
range iaf the "hot" Bulldogs ear.,
an the game.
With 19 minutes left, the au11-1
.10e1 managed to get a narrow /
a2-51 lead, but Diaz quickly Mt i
3 fielder and the Spartans were
ahead to stay. &IS opened the
gap to 88-57 when Gil Egel.ii
tilt a jump shot Fresno narrow-1
it down to 67-70 as San Jose /
stalled for the remaining minute
of play.
The Spartans will meet S,,I,
Francisco State Friday lii the is..
City in a non conference tali

San Jose State’s gymnastic team tangles with Stanford tonight at
8 p.m. at Palo Alto in the squad’s first dual meet of the season.
The Spartans engaged in a three way meet with Stanford and Cal
Poly of San Luis Obispo earlier with San Jose compiling 724 points
for first in the triangular meet
Four SJS gymnasts. who e.il
compete tonight, placed first el
second in the Stanford/Cal Poly en
gagement. Jack Alberti was first
in free exercise and tumbling;
Pete Marinovich was second on the
trampoline; Ron Phillips grabbed
a second in the rope club, first
on the horizontal bar, swinging
rings and all-around class; and Ed
Tisk was second on the parallel
Fars and all-around event.
The San Francisco Olympic Club
San tote’s entries are:
last night called off a scheduled
Flee Exercise: Alberti, Yolk, Phillips wrestling meet with the San Jose
and Vs.:. Waldrip.
State Spartan grapplers which was
Trampoline: Marinovich, Phillips and to have taken place tonight at 8
Alberti.
o’clock, according to wrestling
Rope Climb: Phillips, Jack Digjins and coach Hugh Mumby.
SOX SCORE
Jim Benner,
The strong San Francisco organSAN JOSI
’
Horizontal Bar: Phillips, Woldrip, Tryk ization recently had won the AAU
FRESNO STAYS
and DiggIns.
tourney with the Spartans finish- Meeks, f S 4 14 Erreg, I 7 2 16
4
Side Horse: Mirth TryI, Waldrip end ing second.
Aluvphy. I 3 0 6 Srginni,f 1 0
Ilmstm c I
1
3
Phillips.
grapplers will still ip t Mown, c 9 6 24
The
SJS
Parallel San: Tryk, Phillips, Weida’, a work-out this week, howeser. f indky, a o 6 6 Dloc. g S 414
Crone,
g
7
7
le
Jim Carter and Fritz Koester.
they tangle with San Fran Di.b."’ 9 2 2
Swinging Rings, Renner, Matinovich, when
3 tEgind, I 3 1 12
Ath.y. C
I
CiSCO State tomorrow night at 7 TI
0
4
4’Niemn, c 0 II
Carter, Phillips and Waldrip
IIlis,
f
o’clock in the Spartan Gym.
Tumbling, Alberti, Phillips and Jerry
0 2 Shndgr,g 0 0 0
,s1
will
probe:as.
San inse’s squad
Ctaft.
2 2
- . .
25 20 70
All-Around: Tryk, Phillips and Wolchip be Joe Iasi, 123 pounds; Rot)
.
FUkunaga, 130 pounds; Dick Wea
21 75 67,
er. 157 pounds; Ken Spagnolti, 167
$110,10
IS
San
Use
17
Halftime
pounds: Jerry Leclin, 177 pound’.
Russ Camilleri, 191 pounds, on
Roy Frontani, heavyweight.

S.F. Olympic Club
Cancells Mat Meet;
SJS Faces Gators

Alumni Group Gets
PCC Ban Removed

IdERKELLY (UP,
he Pacific
Coast Conference today ended a
nine-month ban against the South
ern Seas, a University of Calif.:
nia alumni organization in Los An
geles, and sanctioned its return to
contact with the school.
PCC Commissioner Victor 0.
Schmidt. who announced the decision while on a visit here, said
that the organization had agreed to
abide by all rules of the conference
code
The PCC reprimanded the Southern Seas last May 25 following disclosure that Harvey Knox, stepfathre of UcLA tailback Ronnie
Knox, had been on the group’s
payroll as an athletic scout for
2400 per month.

Home for sale, 3 bedroom FHA,
$700 Down. vie a mu. plus TR
CI82277. 10260 Meadow 1.ane. Buy
Room for men students. $20 per Cheaper
Ray Goodwin. San Jose State forthan rent. Going into serward, is also a Spartan high jump- month. 406 S. ilfh St.
vice Stan Wooten (1955 Grad.)
er, with a best leap of 8-ft 5-in. to
Seem In three bedroom house
Study,. ’47 Comm. Real, OD, New
his credit.
occupied by men students. Call motor$195 Plym. ’48 Clb. Cp.
- - R&H, $225. Both clean, 46 S. 7th
CY3-3250.
St. Apt. 5.
Rooms for rent, kitchen priv"Colley.?
WANTED
ilege’s, off street parking 417
_
Sites Our
E. San Antonio, or call CY7-441111.
Want single male student to exOut boerders $411. Family style change work for apartment and
Specialty"
utilities. Must have car. Days call
330 S 9th St
Cy 3.0215, evening,’ Call Cl 84988.
mouth, rooms for boys,
$25
from halo’s
kitchen privileges, linen, 581 S.
Phi Mu Sorority needs noon-time
Across
,111 St.
hasher. Interested men Please con2 0897.
HOBBY SUPPOES
Vacancy In apartment for one tact. Mrs. Attubery,
_
girl 385 E. Fin Fernando St.
Danes Band . Trumpets, piano
All KINDS I !
string bass, saxes.
Furnished apartment with all drams, guitar,
Tonr,
(*ditties for three or four men. accordion. Orgsinlzing a local
A,Lery
band CAI Dave Kable. YO 7-8732.
599 S. 10th St. CY5-9667.

THE
BOYS
STORE

2 block.
North of
Roos Bros.

RE ADV TO CO AGAINST STANFORD tonight is Ed Tisk of the
Spartan gymnastic team. The San Jose ace I slated to go in flee
exercise, horizontal bar, side horse, parallel bars and all mound.

Sine
FOR RENT

STATE JACKETSsr.

S.,11

00

the way

wiwn dS
Five Minutec
’till Spring-

ceg, Crane, Diat
Spark 70-67 Win

Team May Threaten
For Intramural Title
Dugout Dandies appeared to tr
the team capable

Vladimir Kitts of the USSR easily could he the t.k Inner in both
distance races against the inferior American leather hangers. In the
Olympics, however, the Hungarians, Emil Zatopek of Czechoslovakia,
Dave Stephens of Australia and Chris Chataway of Great Britain will
have plenty to say about who wins all three longer runs.
America is 1-23 in the high hurdles while Russia is unranked.
The U.S. could probably take the
first ten places in this event. Russia dominates the 400 meter hurdles with Anatoliv Yulin and Yuriy
RESuilS
Lituyev two of the best in tale
IanI,eibaiL San Jet. 70, Fresno Slats
Flat tops - Crew - Burr
world.
67, Son Jose freshmen 70, Menlo J C
The U.S. would sweep the field 64 (overtime)
CIA STANDINGS
events which require precision,
Team
W
S
PF
PA
timing and balancehigh jump,
9
0
636
464
pole vault, javelin and broad jump USF
Loyola
9
4
805
792
as USSR goes unranked.
COP
8
4
For Personalized Service
767
757
The American shot putters also St.
Mary’s
6
4
670
586
Make That Next One A
would have little difficulty with San Jos.
8
5
813
760
the European country Russia has Santa
Clara
4
7
624
652
a top hop-step-juniper in Leonid Fresno St,
2
9
738
829
Scherbakov and a great hammer Pepperdlnie
0
13
837
1013
HAIRCUT
thrower in Mikhail Krivonosov.
YESTERDAY’S RESULTS
However, if either should slip,
San Jose 70, Fresno Stale 67.
68 E. San fernando
there are no Russians close behind
College of Pacific 67, Santa Clara 54,
to take up the slack. The discus
event might be close with then
IT S’s big three against Otto Grigalka of Russia.
Vasilly Kuznetsov is a stellar
decathlon man but it is questionSAN FRANCISCO(UP) The
able if he could beat Rater John- Philadelphia Eagles
and the San
son and Bob Richards of the U.S.
Giving the Russians every break Francisco 49ers will tangle in a
pre-season exhibition game at Sain the book, our dope sheet for
the mythical dual meet still adds cramento on Sunday, Sept. 23, it
was announced yesterday.
up to 97 for the U.S. ond only 59
This will be the final pre-season
for Russia.
game before the 4ners open theit
This mythical title won’t be league slate at San Francisco Seat.
proved in 1956, however, as the 30.
two countries won’t vie in a dual
In their enly previous meeting.
meet this year and the Olympics San Francisco defeated Philadelwill be on an individual basis only phia, 31-17, In 1953.
no team scores are to be tabulated.

HAIRCUTS

Spartans
Rally; Nip
Bulldogs

SPARTAN DAILY 3
Wednesday February 27 1956

SJS Retains No. 2
Defensive Position
ƒri Jose State retained second
place in team defense in California
Basketball Association standings
despite losing three games Is
week.
The Spartans have allowed
points an average of 578 poas
per game. USE leads In total ,I
tense with a 51 6 average. Sae’
Clara ranks third with a 58 8 as.
age.
However, in other departml
the Spiatans do not fare as es,/
The Spartans are seventh in to
offence with a 81.9 average pow/
per game, fourth in field goal la
centage and fifth in free the,
percentage. San Jose has hit 37
per cent from the floor and Ea
per cent from the foul line. 1.
leads in team offense with a 71
average, while St. Mary’s leads ,
shootine with percentages of ciri
and 70.4.
Spartan eagers are way down t
list In individual statistics. No s
Josean ranks among the leap.
top scorers, who are led by ss,
American Bill Russell’s 21 2 ast,t
age.
Tons Crane Is among the lead.,
in shooting percentage. Cm.is fourth from the foul line es
a 780 percentage and eighth fie/
the Boor at 42 per cent. oit.
Johnson of St Mary’s leads in be, ,
departments. Johnson is shoot’s
I torrid W22 per cent on fr..
throws and 57 8 on field goal e
tempts.
Mary Branstrom is seventh /
mong league rebounders. Bee
strom has averaged 9.3 rebouret
per game. Russell leads the leas.,
with a 20.3 average.

HAIRCUTS AT MOLERS

50

Treat yourself: Shave 25c

Moler Bather College
41 West San Fernando
span 9 to 6 Mon. thru Sot.
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SA99 1,3u0s
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EIGHTH ANNUA RAE IN 5n91901 and
largest summer tour 01 study and tun hi
Hawaii, unsling ms.re parhes, dinnen
dances eetertainmenr. beach sports. and
,ighiseeing than any other group (hoe.
at residence, (1) Dormitoty on campus
ar 121 Hotel Apartment at Waikiki
For College Girls Only
HOWARD TOURS
CONSULT

Mrs. Wm. LaFollette
1 71 South

11th

CY 3 8147

San Jose
Launderette
463 S 2nd
Complete Laundry
Service
SHIRTS

20c

DENIMS

40c

Dry Cleaning
Try Us And
SAVE

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
11111101111CeS
OPENINGS IN SAN JOSE AND BAY AREA
FOR YOUR MEN INTERESTED IN SALE,
AND MANAGEMENT WORK

Charles 11. iiIIiiiau
will be at the

PLACEMENT OFFICE FEB. 24
For Interviews in the Afternoon
(or morning if necessoryi
Contact the Placement Office

LOOKING FOR GRADUATING SENIORS
Also Men with 1 or 2 years left who will gradually work
into full time employment with the company
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Fraternities Announce
Spring Pledges, Plans

When its

partan

Five Minutes
’till Spring-

BARBARA WHITE’
Society Editor
Vane Coehead, Ass,sta, r

you’ll be thinking of
ALPHA JAI- OMEGA
Larson, Chuck Rueion. Pete Ue- quist. Dave Schramm. Dave SchThe Alpha Tau Omen sprang ; berroth.
weitzer, Kent Spooner and Al
semester pledges are Robert BeatKAPPA ALPHA
Whyte,
ty, Leon Bennett, Peter Bricker,
Brookdale Lodge was the reIncluded in the week’s events
Jun Craig, Robert Foy, Norman , cent setting for the Kappa Alpha was the annual Golden Eagle PanFriborg, Eugene Gawain, Bob pledge dance. Sunday, the broth- tasy formal which was held on
Keller, Bob Mathis. Tom Michell. ers held initiation and a banquet Saturday at the Peninsula Golf
; The invinlier of Ly
ood Hall
Ron Ortland. Phil Smith. Skip New members include Bob Rush, and Country Club. Music was
Sperry, Dart Spencer.
, have elected spring semester ofJoni Hushaw, Bruce Carter, Bob provided by Herb Faulkner. Girls
Newly initiated members are Coffman, Dick Goodwin, Bob were presented with favors al
ficers. They are Joyce Holland,
Craig Bellati, Jim Browning, Hosfeldt, Bob Nelson. Ken Mitc- sterling bracelets
ALPHA OMICRON PI
president; Jane Dickert, vice pre-1
Larry Caesou, Ted Chambers, Gary hell, Wiley Sehmide Toby Walker,
i Alpha Omicron Pi held formal
SIGMA PI
Evans, Jack Frieclenbach, George Jerry Siebieand Lawton Thomas.
sident;
June Blair, secretary treaNew Sigma Pi pledges who re- initiation for last semester’s. pledGegen, Neville Griffin, Lowell
A party was held Friday night
, gee Sunday. Feb. 11 at the home
ceived
their
pins
oil
surer
and
Dencsi Champlin, cam- ,
Sunday
in
Hoy, Bob Lasky, Dick Matlock, honoring the new Kappa Alpha
the Student Chapel are: Ronald of Mrs, Jean Lees. faculty
pusing board chairman.
Bill McLean, Don Murray, Dick Pledge class at the home of one
Highlight
of
tonight’s
Co-Roe
visor.
Betty
New initiates are
Campbell, Richard Larsen, John
Robinson. Bill Sturgeon, Dave of the members
meeting will be a couples ladder
Fehd, William Boorman, Gary Lou Amphlett Nancy Beet. CorinWarren. Ernie Zottola Don MurLAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Borello,
Sandra Brazelton, Bar- tournament for volleyball, led la
ne
Clemens,
Frederick
Chirico
and
ray was chosen as the outstandFormal initiation was held for
Elaine Olsen Next on the ha
Jim Rauen.
!bars Hams, Shirley Morris, Pat
ing pledge.
five now members of Lambda
Another recent event eves a Norris, Elma Van Foesen and is fox-trot instruction by Fie:
DELTA SIGMA PHI
on
Sunday.
The
new
Chi Alpha
once Hyde.
A Favorite Spot for Twe
i Frances Zupanov ich.
The Hawaiian Gardens wars the members are Ed Eden, Gayle party the local chapter had with
Other activities for the cecina_
Iota chapter at Cal.
Installatioraof new officers was
setting for the recent banquet : Montgomery, Steve Carlton. J. the
Corning events include a French held Sunday morning at the chap- are four-square instructiun, badwhether you’re in a hurry or not . . .
and initiation of new members of F. Brewton and Bill Pleas Folminton, ping-pong an
table
wont to eat a little or a lot . . . you’ll
Delta Sigma Phi Initiate.s are: . lowing the initiation, a dinner was theme party March 3, and an ex- ter house. New officers are Slid- games.
mardene Stuart, president; Judy
like our food, service, prices!
Ron Facciano, Larry Bruton, Har- held honoring the
members change March 8.
The program starts at 7:30 and
Woods. vice president: Diane HarTHETA CHI
vey McCullough, Basil Foste.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
lasts until 10 p m. in the Women’s
New Theta Chi pledges who low, recording secretary; Janet
Tony Summers, Bob Doren, Dick
Formal initiation for the fall
Gym.
Thisweek’s Special
Parli, John Dunn. Basil Focste, pledges will be held at the Pi Kap- pinned recently at the chapter Reinmuth, corresponding secrepledge president, was named out- pa house Sunday, according to house are: Tom Sgarlato. Ron tary; Kendra Hutchins, treasurer.
Coffee Shake
doorkeeper ant
standing pledge.
Mark Niemela, president.
SkilLicsorn, Joseph Birilli and Mi- Yvonnee Moniz,
senior panhellenic representative,
New pledges are: Janice SpenThe brothers will celebrate chael Willey.
Kathy Ogalvie, fraternity educacer, George Ayers, Pete Berman. Founders’ Day on March 3 with
Initiation of fall pledges also
1UHIIL
Buzz Crain, Jerry Bryan, Jim a dinner to be held at the Red has been a recent event at the tion officer: Pat Eggert, historian:
scholarship officer;
Myrna
James,
Griffith. Gordon Davies, Kay Coach Inn.
chapter house. New initiates arc: Sheila Emerson, publicity editor;
Conrady, Dick Fredrateon, Les
SIGMA NU
Bob Silva, who was named outSpring semester officers of \Val
Spring. Alan Ruthenbeck, Bill ; Sigma Nu recently initiated Jack standing pledge, Darrell Adams, Sandy Brazelton, junior panhel1=1
ton Hall were installed in a cereManger. Don Eagle. West Davis I Danforth, Wes Cummins. Ron Bill Boggle. David DeFehr. Bob Ionic delegate.
MAW
Virginia Morgan, philanthropic mony yesterday. Nevi officers ;Ir.
DELTA UPSILON
Helstrup and Jerry Milford after Herrlich, Nasser Tavosoli, Tom
(all Expense)
Twelve members were added to which installation of new officers Burns, Mike Brady, Bruce Har- officer; Gail Hennessy, social of- Mary LaSalle, President: Karr..
Delta Upsilon on Sunday when was held. New officers are: Owen , per, John O’Niell, John Hooper. ficer; Sandy Singer, rush officer; Olson, secretary; Ruth
’41
formal initiation was held in the ’ Babcock, president: Bob Engel. : Rands’ Relnstetd, Jerry Hunlpal Maureen Larrigan, activities offi- treasurer; Jane Perry, social cla
cer; Diane Ribs, chaten and airman; Marilyn Sowder, decorcollege chapel. Those initiated I vice president; Larry Buckley, end Gordan Potion_
Charlotte
La
Rochelle,
ha
courtesy officer; PhIllis Long. song ations;
were Ray Bartosh. Jerry Edganon, treasurer; Gene Barington. recorThe new officers who took over officer and Nancy Goodrich, house torian and Nancy Geering, AWa
Gil Egeland, Gaylan Hayes, Brent der: Dick Knorr, marshall; Nick
on
Monday
evening.
their
posts
representative.
manager
Heisinger, Ed Johnson, Frank Pa- Sanger, Sentinel; Mike Snare his- ;
Entertainment on one class Student Ships with lectures
Walton Hall held an exchana.
tonal. Dick Pike, Jim Schrock. torian: Al Gibson, chaplain: Ron . are: Dick Zimmerman, president;
ALPHA PIII
and language lessons by experts.
George Wagner, Gary Waller, Helstrup, reporter. Jerry Min- ’ Hal Humphrey, vice president;
with Alpha Phi Omega recenta
The Sigma Chi, serenaded Ro- The exchange was based on ..
Dick Sargent
ford was awarded the trophy for Roger Hambly. corresponding seSee exciting events and places ... Meet
cretary; Ron Iverson recording se- bin Wurzburg and her Alpha Phi mad-hatter theme. Judy Hirst aa
New pledgee, who were pin- outstanding pledge.
European students in many countries.
fled on Sunday at the chapter
New pledges are Jim Citrate). cretary; Dick Sanders. treasurer; sorority sisters after meeting Mon- Ben Zeeman won prizes for ha’
day night. Robin is the new ing the most original hats.
house. are Denny Bowman. Al Mike Forrettc. Jack Fugit, Alan John Cowden, chaplain.
5 departures from New York. JUNE - JULY
Bob Silva was named historian Sweetheart of Sigma Chi After the
Gaffaney. Glen Henstran. Bill
Jones, Chuck Little, Leonard Male. , and the new librarian is John serenade the ter, rouses held a
ASK FOR
IriNCRARIFS
coffee exch:mge. Entertainmet
Chris Palludin, Joe Pearson. Ken : Cummings.
was provided by the pledges 01
Schach, Gary Webb, and Dave
GREENE & NELSON
THETA XI
both houses.
Mas Pearl E Clark. assiste.
Theta Xi held a banquet honThe Alpha Phis held an ex- ’director
SIGMA ALPHA EPSELON
Chaffey College, la
New Sigtna Alpha Epsilon ple- oring its new pledges and active change with the Theta Chis Sun- cated in Ontario, is on campus e
East San Fernando
dges who received their pins Sun- members at the Red Barn on day evening Several of the (rater- iday to interview former studela
(Up the street from the campus)
day are: Jim Bell. Fred Cerruti, Sunday. New initiates are Bill Inity members provided enter- lof Chaffey
CY 7-2121
I Miss Clark is making’ her lice ,
Dennis Crinnion, Dale Dots, Bud Bjorge, Paul Eckhardt and Tom tainment
Donaldson, Larry Flock, Edwin J. Lionvale.
quarters in Room 118.
CHI OMEGA
5 years ago this picture would Gaede, Robert Johtison, Roger
The pledge class include, Da’prive been, CENSORED!
The Chi Omega actives enna Leva-, Ken Licheristein, Fred
Lange
Jay Michpiu. .Tack Morgan, Kemper, Bob Huebner, Jim Wil- ’tertained their new "little sisters"
Dick Murray, John Murray, Tony liams, Dick Mabie, Bob Windham, at a dinner at the Hawaiian Gardens Sunday night.
Passerilli, Ron Rice. Ted Rose- and Bob Sharp.

Lynnwood Hall
Selects Officers

Sororities Honor
Pled es Officers

Volleyball Tops
Co-rec Meeting

THE COOP

Walton Hall
In Election

Elemeat Sadoet Vertesoe Epee/

72 DAYS-115

o

Show Slate

1:-Z;

GOLDEN BEAR
ALL-STUDENT6FUN TOUR

Chaffey Interviews

TRAVEL ADVISORS
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STUDIO

Senior men and
graduate students

"RANSOM"

Storena
Academy Award Wrir!er7s

GLENN FORD - DONNA REED
- Now it con be shown

in Engineering, Physical Sciences, Business
Administration, Arts and Science

IHEATRE
MUSS 4 .M4

400 sAnItitSt.

Rood Show Engagement
TI

OLSON
, F.verson, Sigma Nu at the Alpha -CHAPMAN
ENGAGEMENTS
The reading of a Valentines Day Phi House Sunday. Warren is
1_1 OlIS
LAMPS
telegram and the passing of a la graduate business administration
Marlene Lampe announced her heart shaped bouquet of red roses ;student from Lafayette and Miss
engagement to Tom Lyons at a at Walton Hall last week told of iClark is an education major from
family dinner at her home re- the engagement of Karen Olson, !Klamath Falls, Oregon
LOILDGE
; cently. Misr; Lampe ia a senior j business melee to Marvin Chap- AZZAOTJI
Joe Azzabui, past president of
’ education major, and Lyons is a ! man of Hayward.
Theta Xi, informed his fraternity
senior police major and a member MATHEW
WHITEHURST
. of Chi Pi Sigma. police fraternity.
Sandy Whitehurst, Occupational brothers of his pinning to Shirley
A summer wedding is planned.
Therapy major, passed a candle L. Lordge Monday night. Azzaoui
, CLARICE
STELLLNG
’
at Walton Hall recently to an- is a geology major and, Miss
’ At a recent Kappa Phi meeting, nounce her engagement to Bob Leadge is a former &TS student.
SHERVET
Carolyn Sidling revealed her en- Mayhew, a student at Santa Moni- HAUGOARD
The traditional candle was pasgagemcnt to Gary Clarke, Alpha ca City College. Both Mies White; Phi Omega. Both are junior edu- burst and Mayhew are from Los sed at the Kappa Kaopa Gamma
house Monday night to announce
cation majors.
Angeles.
the pinning of Jean Shervcy to
, DIVECCHIO
ROTHA
Jim Hougoard, Delta Upsilon.
! The reading of a poem at the
Hougoard as it pre-dental major
PINNINGS
Kappa Alpha pledge dance Feb
from San Francisco and Miss
II revealed the engagement of BARTEL
COHJEIN
Shervcy is a K.P. major from San
home
econoJerry Rothe, junior
Bob Bartel, Theta Chi, announc- Jose
mies major, and Angelo DiVec- ed his pinning to Judy Cohen, ZIEGLER
IZUSLEV
chio. tumor math major. The Alpha Chi Omega, at a Theta
Sue Lcusley of Kappa Kappa
Karla, !slate’s sat-evaded the coo- Chi meeting last week
Gamma announced her pinning
.
- a plans arc indefinite GEORGE
MORRIS
Monday night to Bob Ziegler of
ROBLES
Nt %’ƒ \
A jack-in-the-box announced Beta Theta Pi at Stanford. Miss
All, linters, senior recreation I the pinning of Shirley Ann Morris, Leteley is a sophomore and Ziemajor, announced her eng,agement Alpha Omicron Pi, to Troy George gler ta a senior.
to Lawry Mann, USN. at a party ’ Sigma Alpha Epsilon at Stanford.
in Carmel last weekend. The Miss Morris is a junior K.P. major
couple plan to be married in the and George is majoring in psychoT.rt, Angeles Latter Day Saint i logy
in June
DUFFS*
l PRICE
Clo
elto
Itti tee.
KIRK
i Jerry Price, Alpha ’Tau OmeIV!, It F or You
Ilni Mu President Margaret i ga, recently announced his pinKirk pasaci the traditional candle i ning to Dorothy Duffy, Alpha
to her sorority sisters recently to 1 Chi Omega. Price a senior P E.
,r,on
ilea- I
aneounct her engagement. to John i major from Canion. is the presiKirk
is
a
junior
ini
Bragg. Miss
dent of the SJS ski club. Miss
TC P
., a..- araaraeon major, and Bragg; Duffy ii. a Occupational Thee ,ra
, motor from Los natoa.
1 I Slit .\
WILSON;
’ EVERSON
CLARK
fourth
Frrnondo
Brace Tiaricn, Delte Upsilone Georgia Clark; Alpha Phi. An
Across horn Stuciont Union
announced his engagement to Bev : nlintn,1
1,,r r):nnir):: 14, W;irtf 4,
Wilson. Alpha Phi, last Monde:,

SAT-SON
Gen Acne
51.25
AMERICAS OWN MUSICAL’
THE PICTURE OF THE YEAR

Week Der,
11 75c. ’fir 4 51
After 4 $1.25

GUYS AND
DOLLS ’
CINERIASCOICree re COLOR!

UNITED ARTISTS
In,tenn rocks,.
Jot’. Sn,nr
HELEN OF TROY
- PlUS

24

HOUR ALERT
.10,6 Webb

CALIFORNIA
DISFFIY S FULL UNGTH
THE LITTLEST OUTLAW
IN rtCHmicotos
-Hus’JUNGLE GENTS"

MAYFAIR
VICTOR MATURE

PARKING

"The Lost Frontier’
- Plus ALEC GUINLI.
" The Detective"
EL RANCHO
tsuost cot

ARTISTS AND MODELS
D.,71.

Margie

kr.).

Silva’s Shell

- PLUS-

QUEEN BEE
_

TOWNE
All VISNIY SHOW

;IA\ I -’ ƒ

L AFRICAN LIONS

:yti

riusSTORmY

SARATOGA
June *flew. - Alen (odd

THE McCONNELL STORY
-PLUS-

TRACK OF THE CAT
1ebeq1 INthhwm

1

SKI RENTALS

SOWDEIL

Sowder, general (ACMeill.11y major. recently told her
friends at Walton Hall of her
,qigagt.ment to Ray Hayes. Both
are from Merced. Hayes is cm:rifler(’ by an insurance firm. Wedae it plans were not revealed
I g )(MIME
BUTLER.
lien Doolittle, Theta Chi. anaseincral big engagement to Pat
Butler, Delta Gamma, Mondas
right. Doolittle la a senlionlola
anti Mite Butler is a junior.

Skiing’s Fun for Evetyune

:
MEL COTTON’S
Open Thursday
. .

Skis. Poles
Ski Boots
Sle Pants
Ski Parkas

Toboggans
Sleds
Tire chains
Ski Racks

568 W. SANTA CLARA
Evenings Till 900
FREE PARKING IN REAR .

Here’s your chance to discuss a career in the fastmoving field of communications and electronics!

Representatives from these companies will be on hand to discuss your
qualifications and opportunities for a career in the Bell System.

Pacific Telephone ... needs

both
technical and non-technical graduates to train for responsible engi
neering and other types of telephone
operating work on the Pacific Coast

Western Electric Company...need,
engineering and business adminis
tration graduates to work on the
distribution and installation of telephone equipment on the Pacific
Coast, and for field engineering on
special electronic devices.

Bell Telephone Laboratories

cations and electronics with one of
the world’s foremost research laboratories in the-New York area.

Sandia Corporation...has openings
for graduates in electronics and
physical sciences for applied research, development, and design on
ordnance phases of atomic weapotui
near Albuquerque, N. M.

Please sign up in advance at
Please

sign up in

advance

wants

technical graduates for research
and development work in communi-

at the Placement Office

Interviewers will be on campus March 5 and 6

Bell A) System

